CD9 correlates with cancer stem cell potentials in human B-acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells.
Cancer stem cell (CSC) theory suggests that only a small subpopulation of cells having stem cell-like potentials can initiate tumor development. While recent data on acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) are conflicting, some studies have demonstrated the existence of such cells following CD34-targeted isolation of primary samples. Although CD34 is a useful marker for the isolation of CSCs in leukemias, the identification of other specific markers besides CD34 has been relatively unsuccessful. To identify new markers, we first performed extensive analysis of surface markers on several B-ALL cell lines. Our data demonstrated that every B-ALL cell line tested did not express CD34 but certain lines contained cell populations with marked heterogeneity in marker expression. Moreover, the CD9(+) cell population possessed stem cell characteristics within the clone, as demonstrated by in vitro and transplantation experiments. These results suggest that CD9 is a useful positive-selection marker for the identification of CSCs in B-ALL.